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Introduction

Today network operators are faced with many challenges. Above all, they need to be profitable in a
market characterized by increased competition, decreased ARPU and significant churn. Therefore it’s
vital for operators to ensure peak performance of their network in order to maximize network
investments.
Using in-service analysis of the traffic carried in the network will provide operators with the best possible
information on the current state of the network as experienced by their customers. However, as traffic by
nature is bi-directional the analysis should include both traffic being sent from A to B, as well as the
responding traffic.
Large parts of the network are based on SDH technology. This in turn demands of operators to use tools
with bi-directional capabilities for SDH for the in-service traffic analysis.
CMA 3000 is Anritsu’s next-generation portable, compact and user-friendly field tester. It's designed
specifically for field technicians who install and maintain mobile-access and fixed-access networks,
transmission networks and switching.
As CMA 3000 can be equipped with two receivers at all the supported interfaces, including SDH it’s an
obvious choice for in-service, bi-directional analysis of the traffic.
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1.0 Access for bi-directional analysis
To connect to an SDH line for in-service analysis you require a connection in parallel with the SDH line. There are several
methods: Protected monitoring points may be available for electrical interfaces, or in some cases the SDH network elements
can be configured to present signals to monitor dedicated access points.

Figure 1 Bi-directional access for in-service analysis.

In case dedicated access points are not available for SDH signals on optical lines you have two other access methods available,
either optical splitters or the through mode of the instrument.

Figure 2 Optical splitters and through mode for in-service analysis access.
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The access methods have various benefits and disadvantages:
• Dedicated access points can be established without disrupting the signal to be monitored, but will typically require that the highest level of the SDH
signal (the section overhead) is regenerated and therefore does not directly reflect what’s on the monitored line
• Optical splitters and protected monitoring points (for electrical signals) require the signal to disrupt in case they have not already been installed
already. Once established they represent a more direct view of what’s happening on the monitored line compared to dedicated access points. Signal
level will be reduced due to the nature of the access type. They may be left on the line after a specific measurement has been done for future
investigations

Figure 3 Setting the optical transmitters of the CMA 3000 for through-mode.

• Utilizing the CMA 3000 through-mode feature for the access enables you to get the largest amount of information on the monitored line. However,
in this case it’s necessary to disrupt the signal when the instrument is set up and removed again

Figure 4 Setting one of the CMA 3000 optical receivers.
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2.0 Results of bi-directional analysis
The advantage of the bi-directional analysis is that information of both sides of a communication line is immediately available.
In case the instrument is connected in through-mode you can immediately inspect a number of basic parameters of the
monitored signal, such as:
• The optical level, which has to be in a range acceptable by the optical receiver in the network element. Color indications in the instrument will
highlight optical levels outside specifications
• The frequency of the SDH signal and more importantly, any frequency difference between the two receivers. Within a normal SDH network the
two lines should be synchronized to the same frequency reference. Therefore, any difference indicates an anomaly that could lead to a degradation
of the transmission performance
• As shown in the example, frequency difference information is also available for 2 Mbps signals embedded in the SDH signal. Also, PDH signals are
normally synchronized to the same frequency reference and therefore, there should be no frequency difference between the two embedded 2 Mbps
signals. A frequency difference will typically result in transmission performance degradation in the form of bit slips

Figure 5 Physical level information in through-mode.

Bi-directional analysis also enhances the level of information you can obtain from the SDH maintenance information. The
SDH signal is divided into levels: The section level, the higher order path level and the lower order path level. If a crucial
condition (disrupting the traffic) occurs on one of these levels, this is signaled onwards by issuing an SDH maintenance signal:
“Alarm Indication Signal” (AIS) while a “Remote Defect Indication” (RDI) is signaled on the line going back to inform the
transmitter of the signal that it was lost on the way.
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Figure 6 Interaction between SDH maintenance signals.
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Likewise there are check sums at each level to detect transmission errors. In case of errors this is signaled back to the
transmitter of the signal with a “Remote Error Indication” (REI). The diagram in Figure 6 shows the interaction between the
SDH maintenance signals.
When you identify one of these remote indications on one side of the line during simultaneous monitoring of both sides of the
line, you can immediately inspect the other side of the line for errors or major defects. If there are no errors on the other side
the problem has occurred further down the line while a faulty signal implies that the signal has been distorted on the way to the
point where you have connected the measurement instrument.

Figure 7 The CMA 3000 bi-directional in-service monitoring provides easy fault detection.

3.0 Bi-directional analysis of embedded 2 Mbps signals
The CMA 3000 can drop out a 2 Mbps signal from each of the monitored SDH signals. You can analyze in details the contents
of these 2 Mbps signals and the results can be visualized on the CMA 3000 monitor. Among other things you can view the
utilization of the 2 Mbps line time slots. Audio level of a selected time slot is indicated at the bottom of the display and a
dedicated display provides more details on the selected time slot. As shown in Figure 8 this can be done for traditional 64 kbps
time slots. Compressed GSM speech in sub-channels can also be analyzed with a CMA 3000 outfitted with GSM Abis option.

Figure 8 2 Mbps signal time slot utilization.
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You can perform a longer term performance-measurement on the embedded 2 Mbps signals. If the 2 Mbps signals are framed
this can be done truly in-service, i.e. without allocating part of the signal for a dedicated test signal. The test can be done by
looking for errors in the 2 Mbps signals frame alignment signal (FAS), which must always have the same contents to allow
receivers to synchronize to the framing structure.

Figure 9 With the CMA 3000 histograms you get a rapid overview of a measurement.

This, however, only allows detection or errors in the FAS itself, not in the carried traffic. Therefore some 2 Mbps systems have
added a CRC-4 check sum of the 2 Mbps signal to support detection of errors in the traffic. Measuring CRC-4 errors gives very
good information on the degradation in transmission quality of the carried traffic. The bi-directional measurement allows you
to relate errors to what happened on the other 2 Mbps line at the same time. The CMA 3000 histogram features provides an
easy time-wise overview of the measurement results.
4.0 In-service analysis of SDH network elements
In case a network element is under suspicion for introducing errors into the carried traffic you can use a CMA 3000 connected
to both sides on a network element to analyze the behavior of the network element as illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 10 In-service analysis of an SDH network element.

You can analyze the network element behavior by examining errors in the FAS and the CRC-4 check sum (if available) of an
embedded 2 Mbps signal in the SDH signal and compare it to what comes out of the network element as a 2 Mbps signal. A
similar analysis can be made with SDH signals on both sides of the network element.
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Figure 11 In-service analysis indicating problems in the investigated SDH network element.

5.0 Signaling analysis
Another application of the CMA 3000 bi-directional feature is to use the SDH interfaces to access the signaling links. Most of
the existing telecommunication systems are based on 2 Mbps lines in which traffic channels (typically with a 64 kbps
bandwidth) can be allocated for network signaling information. The signaling allows the switches in the network to
communicate together and with the end user equipment, e.g. in the form of fixed-line or mobile phones. Very often the 2 Mbps
lines are embedded in SDH transport systems. When analysis of the signaling is required it may be more convenient to access
it through an SDH interface rather than identifying the relevant 2 Mbps line. To do so the CMA 3000 bi-directional capability
combined with its wide range of protocol decode options offers a simple and straight-forward solution.
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SGSN

BSC
STM-4

CMA 3000 with Gb
protocol decode option

Figure 12 Access to a GPRS Gb interface in 2 Mbps lines embedded in an STM-4.

Figure 13 Bi-directional Gb protocol analysis in a 2 Mbps system, embedded in an STM-4 signal.
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The CMA 3000 protocol decode options include:
• Mobile access:
• International and vendor specific GSM Abis protocols
• Vendor specific GPRS Abis interface PCU protocols
• GPRS/EDGE Gb interface and frame relay protocols
• A-interface protocol
• Gs interface protocol
• Mobile core:
o MAP protocol
• Fixed line, core:
o International SS7 (ITU-T White Book, ETSI protocols)
o A wide range of national SS7 protocols
• Fixed line, access:
o ETSI ISDN (Q.931), National ISDN versions, QSIG, V5.x, DASS-2/DPNSS protocols
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